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We have now reached a critical stage in the development of the United Nations
peace-keeping capacity. The organization is quite different from what it was in
~L9\\$> or 19!?0, when it was able to mobilize under United States leadership collective
resistance to aggression in Korea, The increase in membership to more than double
the original number, the nature of increase and the diffusion of power amongst several
regional groups have led to a corresponding decrease in the influence and authority
of Western States.

Nevertheless, leadership in peace-keeping has come from the West, in close
co-operation with the Secretary-General and with the members of the non-aligned
group. I would reject, however j the Soviet charge that, in this leadership, we had
some special Western axe to grind, indeed the General Assembly approved by large
majorities assessment resolutions establishing collective financial responsibility
for operations in the Middle East and Congo. What has happened is that since 1962
the balance of the membership has tended to take a more critical view of great
power disputes over peace-keeping. They have begun to question whether, in the
light of this disagreement, complete collective responsibility is often feasible in
practice, however desirable it may always be in principle.

The facts of the matter tend to support the doubts expressed about this.
There have been five major peace-keeping operations and not one of them has been
collectively financed in practice, even though in two cases the world court itself
formally advised the expenses were a joint responsibility, The loss of vote penalty
against offenders has not been applied because these offenders have included two
great powers and the bulk of the membership was not prepared to force this issue.
For this reason all peace-keeping operations, since the Congo operation was autho-
rized in I960, have been financed en some basis other than assessment of membership.
In Cyprus, for example, the force is financed on the basis of voluntary contributions,
About a third of the members of the United Nations are contributing either personnel
to the force or money for its financing. Some, including Canada, are doing both,

This is not a satisfactory situation if one believes, as I do, that a threat
to the peace anywhere in the world is of concern to all and all should bear some
responsibility for meeting the threat. But I acknowledge also that sovereign states
cannot be coerced to take action to which they are opposed unless the Security Coun-
cil so decides. It is unlikely to decide in today's world. What we have a right to
expect, however, is that no great power or group of powers would actively thwart the
expressed wishes of a majority that the United Nations should undertake a
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peace-keeping operation, especially if such powers were not required positively to
support the operation financially or in other ways.

The essential requirements are that the United Nations should be able to
act in emergencies when it is feasible to do so and that as many countries as pos-
sible should be ready to respond to a duly authorized United Nations request for
military assistance or financial support. Miatever the costs, they will be small
compared to the costs of warlike coexistence in an unpoliced and disordered world.
If we cannot make the United Nations work on a basis on great power co-operation,
which is what we hoped to do at San Francisco, neither can we afford tr let its pur-
poses be frustrated by great power hostility or indifference. Whatever the changes
since 195̂  ±n the world environment, changes which the United Nations cannot help
but reflect, there will be a continuing need, as Vice-President Humphrey has expressed
it, "to keep disruptive change in non-violent channels". The United Nations must be
able to depend on some of its members, if not all, to respond to this need. Canada,
for one, will stand ready to do her share.

I would like now to turn to peace-keeping outside the United Nations,
specifically to Indo-China, Canada has gained much experience in such peace-keeping
through its participation, during nearly eleven years, on the International Super-
visory Commissions in the former Indo-China States of Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia.
Many hundreds of Canadian civilian and military personnel have served on these three
Commissions, carrying out responsibilities which were never easy, and often impos-
sible. This experience, perhaps more than any other, has taught us to recognize the
practical difficulties confronting peace-keeping operations^ it has, however, also
shown us the contribution - at times an essential contribution - which can be made
to peace and stability by international bodies of this kind.

The Indo-China operation, of course, had a number of unusual aspects. The
19E& settlement was negotiated by the few major powers directly concerned, but
Supervisory Commissions, appointed under this settlement, were made up of represen-
tatives of India, Poland and Canada* Any objective evaluation of the work of the
Internations Commissions in the three countries would show that, within the limits
imposed upon them by the terror of the 195̂  settlement, the Commissions did accomp-
lish a number of useful results, despite continuing obstructive efforts of North
Vietnam,

It was in Vietnam, cf course, that the absence of stability was most pro-
nounced, and the utility of this International Commission was consequently most in
doubt, especially in the last few years* There is, after all, something incongruous
about a peace-keeping agency working in the midst of large-scale hostilities. We
must remember, however, that the Commission was designed primarily to supervise the
19£il Cease-Fire Agreement between the French Forces and the so-called Peoples' Army
of Vietnam. On the whole, it performed effectively most of its functions relating
to the military clauses of



this agreement. It supervised the separation and regrouping of the armed forces
of the two sides and it helped make it possible for nearly a million persons to
move from the Communist North into South Vietnam. It was, however, not able to
prevent the military build-up of North Vietnam, nor was it able to ensure that
the inhabitants of the two zones were guaranteed democratic freedoms. Our ex-
perience has convinced us that these shortcomings were not so much a reflection
upon the concept of peace-keeping as upon the co-operation of authorities in the
zones supervised. Where co-operation was net forthcoming, the Commission was
unable to do its job properly.

When a savage war broke out between the two Vietnams, the whole Vietnam
problem entered a new stage. What had been a Vietnamese war against a colonial
power became a Communist attack against a Vietnamese state. The International
Commission had not been created to deal with this situation. It was in Vietnam
to supervise a cease-fire which the two parties involved were prepared to observe,
not to maintain a peace, where one party — the Communist North Vietnamese
regime — had no intention of living peacefully with a democratic neighbour,
South Vietnam. A handful of unarmed personnel, belonging to a Commission which
was often paralyzed by the differences arising from its membership structure,
obviously could not thwart a deliberate and well planned policy of this kind.
It could make open violations of the 1954- Agreement somewhat more difficult but
it could not make them difficult enough.

The Vietnam Commission, therefore, became virtually powerless. The problem
now is not one of peacekeeping by an international commission, but of peace-
mgking by warring states. But unless that peace-snaking takes place, a war in
Vietnam could become a far wider and more terrible conflict. So the present
situation in Vietnam is of concern to all people in every country.

Obviously the situation cannot be expected to improve until North Vietnam
becomes convinced that aggression, in whatever guise, for whatever reason, is
inadmissible and will not succeed. I hope this conviction is growing in Hanoi.
I hope they also realize that the only alternative to a mutually acceptable
settlement is chaos and disaster, and that North Vietnam would be a primary and
tragic victim.

All countries, of course, would be involved. The universal concern which
is being expressed about the tragedy of Vietnam is a reflection of that sense of
world community to which I have referred. All nations watch with deep anxiety the
quickening march of events in Vietnam toward a climax which is unknown but menac-
ing. All are seeking solutions to the dilemma confronting us.

That dilemma is acute and seems intractable. On the one hand, no nation —
and particularly no newly-independent nation — could ever feel secure if
capitulation in Vietnam led to sanctification of aggression through subversion
and spurious"wars of national liberation", to abandonment of respect for, and
defence of, the sovereignty and territorial integrity of states.



On the other hand, the progressive application of military sanctions can
encourage stubborn resistance} not produce a willingness to negotiate. The con-
tinued intensification of hostilities in Vietnam could lead to uncontrollable
escalation.

A settlement is hard to envisage in the heat of battle, but it is now
imperative to seek one.

What are the conditions for such a settlement.? First, a cease-fire,
then negotiation?

Aggressive action by North Vietnam to bring about a Communist "liberation"
— which means Communist rule — of the South must end.

Continued bombing action, however, against North Vietnam beyond a certain
point may not bring about this result. Instead of inducing the authorities in
Hanoi to halt their attack on the South, it may only harden their determination to
pursue, and even to intensify, their present course of action.

The retaliatory strikes against North Vietnamese military targets, for
which there has been great provocation, aim at making it clear that the maintenance
of aggressive policies toward the South will become increasingly costly to the
Northern regime.

I think that after two months of air strikes, the message has been received
"loud and clear". The authorities in Hanoi must know that the United States, with
its massive military power, can mete out even greater punishment. They also know
that, for this reason, the costs of a continuation of their aggression against
South Vietnam could be incalculable.

If, however, the desired political response from Hanoi has not been forth-
coming, which would indicate a change in policy, this may result from a desire to
avoid what would appear to Hanoi to be the public humiliation of backing down
under duress. The Northern Communist regime is probably also under pressure from
another direction to avoid the public abandonment of a policy which fits the
Communist Chinese doctrine of "wars of national liberation".

If a series of increasingly powerful retaliatory strikes against North
Vietnam should unhappily make this preliminary condition of a cease-fire unattain-
able, serious consideration must be given to every other way in which the stale-
mate might be broken.

There are many factors xjhich I am not in a position to weigh, but there
does appear to be at least a possibility that a suspension of air strikes against
North Vietnam at the right time might provide the Hanoi authorities with an
opportunity, if they wish to take it, to inject some flexibility into their
policy without appearing to do so as direct result of military pressure.

The rate of incidents in South Vietnam would provide a fairly accurate
way of measuring the usefulness of this move and the desirability of continu-
ing any suspension. I am not

... 5



of course, proposing any compromise on points of principle, nor any weakening of re-
sistance of aggression in South Vietnam. I would suggest, however, that a measured
pause in one field of military action at the right time might facilitate the develop-
ment of diplomatic resources which cannot easily be applied to problems under exist-
ing circumstances.

Obviously, the objectives of any lasting settlement cannot be defined in
detailcat this stage. I think, however, that few would quarrel with President
Johnson!s view - that an honourable peace should be based on "a reliable arrangement
to guarantee the independence and security of all in Southeast Asia", Both sides
should examine the substance of a possible, rather than a perfect, settlement. The
crisis in Vietnam is, in part at least, a reflection "f a broader, if less dramatic,
conflict, and a lasting resolution of the problem may be possible only within the
framework of a much broader settlement. But one thing is certain - without a settle-
ment guaranteeing the independence, neutrality and territorial integrity of North
Vietnam's neighbours in Southeast Asia and without a willingness by all parties to
respect and protect these, a continuation of present fear and instability will be
inescapable.

The problem, therefore, remains the responsibility of the international com-
munity, and the members of the international community will therefore be obliged t»
make available means of supervising any settlement and guaranteeing the fulfilment of
its terms in spirit and in letter. The world community will also be obliged to
assist in establishing the economic, as well as political, foundations of future
understanding and security. In this connection, I was encouragwd by President
Johnson's expression of the willingness of the United States to help in promoting
economic and social co-nperation in the whole area. This is important.

There is at present a United Nations project for social and economic enter-
prise going on in this part of the worldj the Mekong ?iver project.

The Mekong River watershed embraces most of Indo-China as well as Thailand
and a part of Southern China, In this United Nations T project there are twenty-one
states participating. They have merely scratched the surface of a development
which could lift up the standard of life of the people from deprivation, distress
and hunger, to comfort and decent living, It could do this, if îven the oppor-
tunity and the resources. The amount now being spent in armed conflict in Vietnam
and Laos over a few weeks could do the job and could help millions of people to a
better life.

I propose that the United Nations try to enlarge this project in a spec-
tacular way, even while the political and military conflict is going onj that for
this purpose, the United Nations call a conference of the states concerned - what-
ever their political relations - in order to make this part of Southeast Asia a
centre of international, social and economic development. Finally, I propose that
tl e United Nations Secretary-General, without delay, should visit the countries in
question to pave the way for such a conference. I would like to see it held as soon
as possible. Because China is not a member of the United Nations, a special develop-
ment agency set up by the conference could take over and extend the work now being
done*
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this kind, of great international development project, with a cease-fire
followed by political negotiations,, with the countries in the area given an interna-
tional guarantee of neutrality and assurance of aid for peaceful development, then
the danger, destruction and distress of the present hour might be replaced by peace.)
hope and progress.

I know that the policy and the effort of the Government of the United States
of America is directed to this end. Such an effort deserves and should receive the
support of all peace-Irving people. ¥e in North America have a special duty and a
special opportunity in this struggle for peace. We enjoy a standard of material well-
being and security with freedom. Our good fortune carries with it a corresponding
obligation.

At the moment the most immediate obligation facing the international commu-
nity - not merely the United States - is to restore peace, freedom and security to
the people of Vietnam. If we fail here, the consequences may extend far beyond tha
area directly concerned. If we succeed, it could make possible new and greater
progress toward a better world.

- 30 -
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SG

From Ramses:

Courtesy of Rudolph Stadjuhar:

Mr. Martin at a press briefing gave the
following highlights:

1. He is in agreement with methods employed
by the SG re. Vietnam.

2. The Cambodian conference was discussed
with the SG.

3. On stopping the bombings and a cease-fire
Mr. Martin was very cagey and did not
reveal the substance of the talks with SG,



Visit to Hew York L^
by the Secretary of State for External Affairs of Canada,

The Honourable Paul Martin,
17-18. 1966

The purpose of the visit to New York where the Secretary of State for
External Affairs had conversations with Secretary-General U Thant and the United
States Permanent Representative Goldberg was to gather information and explore
possible ways of bringing the Vietnam conflict closer to a conference situation.
The Secretary of State for External Affairs has two or three meetings with the
United Nations Secretary-General every year for consultation* These liaison trips
are very important, as Canadian support for the United Nations is one of the
mainstays of our foreign policy and we can be thoroughly effective in our United
Nations policies only through closest rapport at all levels with the United Nations.
Discussions ranged over several subjects, most important of which was Vietnam*

Secretary of State for External Affairs
Talk with Secretary-General U Thant on

Proposals have been made from various quarters in the hope of bringing
the Vietnam conflict to an end. Canada has supported all of them: the unaligned
17-power appeal; the United States proposal for unconditional discussions; the
Vatican's proposal for mediation by neutral powers. Canada is open-minded concerning
the means of getting meaningful discussions started, but is firmly committed to
doing all in its power to foster the objective of bringing the conflict to an end
through negotiations. Canada viewed favourably the inscription on the Security
Council agenda of the Vietnam question because it has believed for a long time that
the United Nations cannot remain indifferent to that conflict and that discussions
in that forum may contribute to progress being made on the issues involved.

Canada for its part considers that there exists a very real possibility
of the members of the International Control Commission in Vietnam being able to
play a useful role. The Commission powers have gained invaluable experience.
They are the only group of nations in a position to talk directly to Saigon and
Hanoi*

There should be no misunderstanding on what we are trying to do.
(a) At this stage we are trying to find out whether there is a consensus that
Commission members could play a useful role, as we believe they can. (b) That
role in essence would be to probe with the parties to the conflict every possible
avenue which might lead to a basis for negotiations. The existing obstacles to
talks must be removed before a conference can usefully be called. In order to
achieve this the Commission members might explore and try to expand what common
ground already exists in the positions of the opponents. We may in the process:
find that the time is not yet ripe for that sort of concerted action. If so, we
shall nonetheless pursue our efforts in that direction with vigour until such
time as they succeed, (c) The Secretary of State for External Affairs is
convinced that at an appropriate time, which has not yet come, a new Geneva
Conference would be the best available forum for discussions to bring the conflict
to an end.

The Secretary of State for External Affairs talk with the Secretary-
General was helpful and conversations with the Indians and Poles and other

• . • 2:
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interested parties vill be continued*

Secretary of State for External Affairs
in

In conversation with Mr. Rusk, Mr* Martin continued consideration
of the prospects for Commission members to play a useful role*
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Interview with the Secretary of State for External Affairs of Canada,
The Honourable Paul Martin, shown on NBC Television Network on Friday,

Februarv 18. 1966

Introduction

n

Mr* Martini

Question!

« Martina

• • Canada is now urging, and India has joined her, that
the I.C.G. become the bridge to bring both sides to a Geneva.
Conference* They are awaiting the response of Poland, the
third member of the Commission. . . •"

"I have had some discussions with representatives of governments
concerned and we are following this through further with them.
We are waiting for final reactions* We are also having
discussions with other countries and other personalities*
I came down here to the United Nations late yesterday to
discuss Vietnam generally with the Secretary-General and I had
a useful talk last night with Mr. Goldberg, and tomorrow
morning I will be seeing Mr. Rusk in Washington."

"What do you think of the prospects for a Geneva Conference soon?tt

"I don't think the prospects of a Geneva Conference soon are good,
but I vjould hope that sometime after the end of March we might,
on the basis of the explorations that I have spoken about - we
might examine whether or not that was not a good time to try and
once again resurrect the Geneva framework. In the meantime,
I hope that the Commission, of which my country is a representative,
will be able to begin to explore the difficulties as a commission
to serve as a nexus, as a liaison between both sides. It should
not be forgotten that the Commission is the only instrument that
has ready access both to Saigon and to Hanoi* Members of the
Commission move from both capitals and this is a very valuable
means of determining the position of the tw> countries directly
concerned."



Extracts from a statement on Vietnam made by The Secretary
of State for External Affairs of Canada, The Honourable

the Hu o

The Prime Minister made clear on June 29 that we would be glad to
see the bombing stopped, that we would be glad to see infiltration of North
Vietnamese troops into South Vietnam stopped, and that we would be glad to see
unconditional negotiations for peace started. This has always been our position...
It is the judgment of the Canadian Government that there is a relationship between
this whole matter of bombing and the prospects of arriving at even a beginning of
a process which might in due course yield an honourable accommodation of the
interests of the major parties in the conflict in Vietnam.

I should like to take this point a little further by explaining
to the House the positions of the Government of North Vietnam and the Government
of the United States, as I understand them, on the basis of what has been said
publicly and in private discussions. The Government of North Vietnam has called
for a permanent and unconditional cessation of all bombing and other acts of war
against their territory* This is one of the elements in a letter which President
Ho Chi Minn addressed to the Prime Minister on January 23, and in the absence of
which the Government of North Vietnam does not appear prepared to envisage a
political solution* The argument behind this formulation is that by bombing targets
in North Vietnam the United States is encroaching on the sovereignty of that
country, and that this is a violation of accepted standards of international law
and International relations. The Government of North Vietnam accordingly does not
think that a willingness to cease this bombing should be qualified by any conditions
whatsoever, or that it warrants any countervailing undertakings by the North
Vietnamese Government in respect of its own policies... The United States is pre-
pared to stop the bombing of North Vietnam at any time as part of a mutual reduc-
tion of hostilities on both sides. They regard the military activities in North
and South Vietnam as forming part of a single problem* If the North Vietnamese
were prepared to respect the demarcation line in terms of the assistance they are
providing to the insurgency in the South, the United States, for their part, would
be prepared to match such a move by halting the bombing of targets la the North
which are associated with that assistance*

This, then, is the impasse as I see it* There is a relationship
between this matter of bombing and whatever moves it may be possible to make towards
an eventual settlement. •• What is to be the position of the Canadian Government in
this situation? I believe that there are two choices open to us* We can take strong
public positions on any or all of the issues involved in the present conflict. That
is the easiest thing we can do. Alternatively, we can continue to do what we have
been trying to do. So long as I am in this office that is what I propose to continue
to do, because I believe this is the only effective way available of achieving the
objectives we have in mind. We will continue to conduct quietly and through
diplomatic channels our efforts to find the basis for an accommodation In Vietnam.

I think we have to admit to ourselves that there are no simple
solutions to this conflict. And, because there are no simple solutions, a settlement
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in Vietnam will mot be achieved overnight; it can only emerge from a patient probing
of positions*

It will have to go right to the roots and the origins of the conflict
in Vietnam and it will have to be such as to hold out an assured prospect of peace
and stability, not only in Vietnam but in Southeast Asia as a whole.

It is being put to me from time to time that Canada, either by itself
or in co-operation with other countries, should issue a call to a new Geneva conference
It seems to me that a conference lies at the end of the road, not at the beginning* If
one could be held now, and if the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, as Co-Chairman,
acquiesced in the suggestion of the Prime Minister of India to join with Britain in
calling such a conference, all of us would support this. But I would have to say,
as I have already implied, that knowing what I do I would be greatly surprised if
the representations that must be at such a conference would be prepared to attend
one at this time, whether it would be on Vietnam or indirectly on Laos or Cambodia*

I cannot foresee what intermediate steps may have to intervene before
the time for such a conference is ripe. But, on the basis of all the discussion we
have had, it is my assessment that it is likely there would have to be some
preliminary undertakings, about the points of substance which are at issue in this
conflict* What this means, in Canadian terms, is that we must do all we can to try
to create the conditions in which the processes which will lead to an ultimate
settlement can be started. This is precisely the task to which we have addressed
ourselves•

I say again that we welcome the proposals made yesterday by the
Prime Minister of India. The purposes and objectives behind her proposals are
shared by the Canadian Government and they are shared by all of us in this House.
If these proposals commend themselves to the parties concerned, and if the parties
concerned would attend the conference - I am sure the United States would be among
those that would - and if progress on that basis were possible, I can assure the
House and the Government of India that Canada is prepared to do whatever may be
required of us to see that these proposals are translated into action.

First, I have said that Mr. Ronning's mission was a Canadian
initiative and that it was carried out by Mr. Homing on the instructions of the
Canadian Government, and not on the instructions in any way of any other government.
I reiterate this today because the impression has been created in some quarters
that Mr. Ronning's mandate may have been something other than it was.

Second, I would like the House to understand that the assignment we
have taken on is essentially in the nature of a good offices assignment. It is
inherent in such an assignment that we would be concerned to understand the positions
and attitudes of all the parties, and that we would do our best to interpret and
clarify the positions and attitudes of one side to the other* That, broadly speaking,
has been the form which Mr* Ronning's assignment has taken.

Third, I would like to restate the ultimate object of this initiative.
It has seemed to us that if a beginning is to be made in the long and patient process
which we hope will lead to ultimate peace in Vietnam, we must find a basis on which

... 3
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both sides would be prepared to see such a beginning made* The mere calling of a
conference, desirable as that is, does not meet this essential objective, as we have
learned in our discussions with both sides. This is the only potentially useful
channel through which there has been contact with both sides in a long time. I will
not say it is the only channel, but it is the only channel which has access to both
sides. I regard this as a tribute to our country as well as to Mr* Ronning himself*

I do not wish to give the House a misleading impression of our results
so far* We have not achieved any spectacular results and I think I can quite frankly
say that we have had no illusions as to the pace at which progress was likely to be
possible*

As I have explained previously to the House, we regard the two visits
which have now been made to Hanoi - there may be others - as phases of a continuing
effort. Over how long a period of time this effort may extend I cannot say* What
is significant is that we have had a fair hearing, and on both occasions with the
top personalities of the North and the South and, of course, with the Government of
the United States* I can say that if the channel we have established remains open,
and if its potential usefulness is not called in to question by any of those
concerned, I do not think, in a situation where a failure of communication may be
crucial, we can discount the significance of such a channel for the time when the
circumstances for the solution of the Vietnam conflict are ripe.

The situation facing us in Vietnam is as serious as any which has
faced us since the Korean War* Since that time there has been growing confidence
on the part of the international community that it has the means of bringing its
influence to bear on situations of this kind, and to put an end to armed conflict,
and to lay the groundwork for political solutions* That is the essence of the
concept of peacekeeping which Canada and others have tried to develop and strengthen
through the United Nations*

We accepted the suggestion of the President of the United States
that he would welcome any effort by any country to try and bring about at least
preliminary talks that might lead to serious negotiations, which in turn might
result in a negotiated settlement* It was in the light of this situation that we
thought last December there was a role for the International Commission. Canada,
India and Poland* as members of this Commission, have had experience in Indo-China
now for 11 years* Being the only body that has a continuing link with Hanoi and
Saigon we thought that, quite apart from any authority given to that Commission
under the Geneva Agreement, it might undertake the effort to try and bring about
a narrowing in the position taken by the various parties*

To that end we have had useful and fruitful exchanges with India
and Poland* Our view was that the time had come to use the Commission for this
purpose. We did not suggest they were not as sincerely interested in peace as we
were. One of the countries took the position that perhaps this was not the
particular moment in which to establish a role for the Commission as a mediating
instrument. But we continue, all of us, India, Poland and Canada - and this was
reaffirmed yesterday by the Prime Minister of India - to look upon the Commission
as having a role in this situation..* I believe, Mr. Chairman, that a military
solution of this problem of course is not possible by itself* We are all aware
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of the dangers that flow from the conflict that has raged in that area* We are
dealing with the situation as it is BOW; we are not dealing with its genesis. We
have sought not to emphasize the history of this situation, but to try and see if
we could not make our position as a mediator more effective by taking the most
objective position possible. I think thus far we have succeeded in doing this.

I cam tell the House that no opportunity will go by without our
making every attempt that we can - by ourselves, as a member of the Commission
or ia concert with other countries - to try to bring about peace talks. When they
do take place> whether by a Geneva Conference or as a result of the kind of
situation that developed in Korea and Malaysia, namely by gradual process, then
we will address ourselves as one country in the international community to those
methods by which we hope to bring about an effective neutralization of the whole
area*

This undoubtedly is one of the most serious situations the world
faces* It is not a conflict in which we are engaged. It ia not a conflict in
which we have any intention of dispatching Canadian armed forces. This, we continue
to repeat, would be inconsistent with our role on the International Control
Commission*

We have done everything ve know, with our friends, to put forward
our point of view. Ve have done so as a result of the accommodation extended
our representative, Mr* Ronning, in Hanoi. We intend to respect the nature of the
conversations that have taken place there and elsewhere, in the hope that we might
be able, as a result of this instrument, to bring about the beginnings of peace in
Vietnam. If we do not succeed, it will not be because Canada has not tried. We
are not wedded to this method alone* If there is some other way by which peace
negotiations can be begun, we will support it. But I want this House to know that we
are not weakening in our effort to try to bring about peace in Vietnam.
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I would like to be able to tell the Committee that the prospecta

in Vietnam are encouraging. In a >me respects I might be justified in saying

that they are. Tn particular, I think there io reason to feel encouraged

by the prepress that is being made in South Vietnam towards the facts and

forms of responsible government. In the wider perspective of the conflict,

however, I must frankly confess that neither an end to the fighting nor

the outlines of a political solution are as yet within sight.

In my presentation to the Committee this morning I would like to

do three things, I shall begin by trying to set out in some detail what we

know of the positions of the parties as they have emerged over the past year

or so. T will then try to explore whether there is any basis on which it

might be possible to break out of the present impasse, I will conclude my

presentation by setting out some of the elements which we see as forming

part of any eventual accommodation in Vietnam.

Before I proceed with my presentation, however, it might be useful

if I were to restate briefly some of the salient aspects of the Canadian

position in relation to the Vietnam conflict.as 1 see it. I believe it would

be useful to do that because there continues to be a Rood deal of misunder-

standing of our position in the public debate which is going on in Canada

about the Vietnam situation.

The first point which 1 think needs to be made in that regard

is that Canada has no direct national interest to assert or maintain in

Southeast Asiae Nor do we have any formal military or other commitments

there. If we have been drawn into that part of thi°> world, it has been

solely as citizens of th<? wider world corwiuni ty.s. What wo are doing irs
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Southeast Ipia is twofold* we are there on a peacekeeping mission on

behalf of countries which do have a direct national interest in that area;

and we are also there as a contributor to the collective effort to meet the

rising expectations of the people in that area for a better life,

ij Second, there are responsibilities which we have in Vietnam a«

H members of the International Commissar.. Wa have endeavoured to carry out

these responsibilities with fairness and impartiality and we will continue

to do so. I would be the last to deny that the course of events in Vietnam

has in some important respects overtaken the mandate of the Commission. But

there is agreement among all the parties that, as the representative of the

Geneva powers, the Commission cannot simply wash its hands of the situation.

There is also agreement that the Coiranission will have a role to play in the

context of any final settlement and, quite possibly, in helping to pave the

way for it0 Because of these opportunities which are potentially open to

the Commission, I believe I can say that it is the unanimous view of the

three Commission powers that we are justified in maintaining our presence in

Vietnam notwithstanding the anomalies and the frustrations of ths present

situation.

Third, apart from whatever rola Canada may bs able to play ee a

*\ member of the International Corowifisionj we have trie^ to uso our national

influence in promoting the coxirse of peace in Vietnam, Ue have dona thia

on the basia of our close relations with the United States and the access

we have to the Oovernm^nt r>f the Democratic Republic of Vietnam in Hanoi

as well, of r n u r ^ R j as the Qovsmmpnt of the Republic of Vietnam in Saigons

T do not w s r f to ps^r1"'^-'"^ *.h?> i.pf l^er-r ~ which $ cci'^.•'•'.; l i k * - - •"?.-'<FK\& *.,*-•.

.*, nr;7'"'..? *~^ '\ t'. ". :T:.^ ( '.'" '^ "i' •'" '' ,l ^ " " \ ' - . ' s ';•'*' ' c}' r.T-: L' -r' "" "I'' ? O •': !"."i- i. .' '. •'•-i. V ' ' ' • • : . • • ' ! ' •
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of at least three of the great powers. Nor do 1 want to hold out any

promise to the Committee that our efforts will turn out, in the end, to

have been of more than marginal usefulness. But there is one thing of which

I am sure and it is this: if our efforts are to bo of any avail, they must

be deployed within the limits of what the situation suggests if realistic.

They are best directed towards arriving at some common denominator which

the parties themselves are prepared to accept as reasonable. We will

neither bludgeon nor shame the partieD Into accepting A course of policy

which they repard as beln^ contrary to their basic national interest. And

this is oonpthinp which I would a:.1' Mioao who would have us follow a different

course to remember.

Fourth, the Canadian Government has made it clear that it is

' prepared to make itn own contribution to an eventual settlement in Vietnam,

Such a settlement is almost certain to involve some form of international

presence which will affordto the parties concerned the necessary guarantees

that the terms of the settlement are being fairly and effectively carried

out. If, In the light of our first-hand experience of the Vietnam problem

over the past thirteen years, Canada were to be asked to participate in An

international peacekeeping effort in Vietnam, whether under the auspices of

the Geneva powers or under those of the United Nations, I am sure that we

would be prepared to accept such a responsibility within the limits of our

capacity, Vfe have also recognised for some time that, in the aftermath of

any settlement, it is likely to be necessary for interested countries to

mount a collective effort for the economic recovery and rehabilitation of

9 a a . a U



all parts of Vietnam. I wunt to remind the Committee that our commitment

to contribute to such an ef for t is on the record and that we will meet that

commitment when the time comes.

So much for the Canadian position in relation to the conflict in

Vietnam,

It is now almost exactly two years since the major parties

to the Vietnam conflict began publicly to define their positions in regard

to a settlement of the Vietnam confl ict . In the case of the United States

I would date that process ?3 having been initiated by President Johnson

in his address at John Hopkins University on April 7, 1965 when he first

announced the willingness of the United States to enter into unconditional

discussions wj th the other side. Almost by coincidence, the first public

definition of the position of the Government of North Vietnam was given

by Prime Minister pham Van Dong on the following day, that is April 8,

in a report to tha North Vietnamese National \ssembly „ The position then

set forth took the form cf the now familiar four points to which, to my

knowledge, the Government of North Vietnam remains firmly committed.

In a sense, the refore, it may be said that a process of public

negotiation has been in progress between these two governments over the

past twenty-four months. WB have regarded this process as useful and

encouraging. At the same time we b«v»3 always recognized that there were

limits to this process and that, sooner or latar, efforts would have to

be made by third parties to taring the two 8:1 H«s into some form of direct

contact.
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As the Committee is aware, that was the essential purpose of

the two missions which Kr. Chester RonnJng undertook on behalf of the

Canadian Government in Karch and June of 1?66. Put in its simplest terms,

what we aoked Kr. Ronninp; to explore in the course oT those two vjoi tn was

whether there H^S any minimal bagjs on which It might be possible to arrange

for bilateral contact between representatives of the United States and the

Democratic Republic of Vietnam without commitments of any kind on either side.

This seemed to us at the time and still seems to ua to be a valid approach.

The issues at stake in Vietnam are such that no third party could probably

presume to negotiate them on behalf of one side or the other. Nor, I think,

would such a course be acceptable to the parties to the present conflict.

And if that is so, the conclusion which necessarily follows is that the

efforts of third parties are best directed towards enabling the parties

themselves to enter Into such a negotiation at the earliest possible time

and before the mounting lack of confidence on both sides makes the possibilities

of peaceful accommodation in Vietnam recede beyond reach.

In the discussions which Mr. Ronning had with the Prime Minister

and other senior personalities of North Vietnam, it became apparent to us

that as far as the North Vietnamese were concerned the bombing of North

Vietnam represented tho key to any efforts which might be made to bring the

two sides ,1ntr» direct informal contact. This conclusion, which we reached

in the light of Mr. Honning's first visit to North Vietnam in March of last

year, has since been borne out in the official public statements of the

Government of North Vietnam. I think the Committee might find it helpful^

therefore, if I were to try to say something more about the North Vietnamese

position on this subject as 1 understand it«
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Aa the Committee is aware, the Foreign Minister of North Vietnam,

in an interview with the Australian .lournalist Wilfred Burchett in January

of this year, explained the position in the following terma:

"If (the United States) really wants talks, it mist first
halt unconditionally the bombing raids and all other acts
of war against the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. It is
only after the unconditional cessation of United States
bombing and all other acts of war against the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam that there could be talks between the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the United States",

I do not want to suggest to the Committee that this is the whole position

of the Government of North Vietnam as regards a solution of the Vietnam conflict.

\s far as that is concerned, the Government of North Vietnam continues to

stand by its four-point programme which it regards as reflecting the fundamental!

principle? *nd provisions of the Geneva settlement of 19$k and as representing

the most correct political solution of the Vietnam problem. It is only in

respect of finding a basis for bilateral contact between the Untted states and

North Vietnam that the matter of the cessation of the bombing has N».en put

forward as a prior and unilateral condition.

The question has been raised in some quarters as to whether, if

there vaa a cessation of the bombing of North Vietnam, this would have to be

permanent as well as unconditional* The Committee will note that in the

passage which I have quoted from the interview given by the Foreign Minister

of North Vietnam only tho word "unconditional" appears. The same is true of

a similar passage which occurs in President Ho Chi Minn's reply of February 15

to President Johnson,, I am bound to say, however, that in other passages both

in the Foreign Minister 's interview *>nd in President Ho Chi Minh's m

to President Johnson the word "definitive" is used along with the word
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"unconditional" in setting out the requirements of the Government of North

Vietnam on this subject. Furthermore, if there was; any lingering doubt on

this score, it was removed by the North Vietnamese representative in Paris

in a conversation with reporters from the New York Times on February 2?0

In that conversation the North Vietnamese representative is quoted as saying

that any cessat ion of the bombing which wag not clearly labelled as permanent

and unconditional would leave the threat of bombing intact and would thus

constitute an unacceptable interference with whatever talks might than be in

progress between the two side?. When he was asked how a distinction could

in practice be drawn between a temporary and a permanent halt t^ the bombing,

the No rth ^ietnamese representative answered that the United States would

have to declare at the outset that the halt was both permanent and unconditional,

In any event, it seems to me that North Vietnam could logically sey no less

since anything less would amount to saying that the United States could resume

the bombing if Hanoi did not meet Washington's conditions.

There has also been some question a? to whether Hanoi would require

the United States to accept its four-point programme before being willing to

enter into any direct talks with them, ^n tha basis of v:hat Prime Minister

Pham Van Dong told Mr. Harrison Salisbury at the beginning of January this year,

T would judge that acceptance of the four points would not be regarded by

North Vietnam as a precondition to such talks, although the four points would

almost certainly figure prominently on any resulting agenda.

To summarize, therefore, the Nor th Vietnamese position would aooear

to be a? follows. If tho Un i t ed States ceases the bombing and all other

military ac t inn against Nor th Vietnam permanently and without rendi t ion, the

Government of N o r t h V i f t n n m would bo prepared tn enter i n t o direct ta lks with
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represent.ittves of the United States. The further information we have suggests

that such talks could be initiated within a reasonable Interval after the cessa-

tion of the bombinp, such an interval beinft presumably required by the North.

Vietnamese side to give effect to their argument that, the holding of talks would

not, in fact, be regarded as a "condition" of the cessation of the bombing,

I think it is only fair that I should sot out the United 3tates reac-

tion to this proposition vrtiich I understand to be aa follows. As regards the

matter of talks, the United States Government would be prepared to enter into

such talks with representatives of the Government of North Vietnam at any time

and without any prior condition whatsoever. As regards the matter of a reduction

in the scale of hostilities, the United States would be prepared to discuss such

a reduction on a basis of reasonable reciprocity, toat the United States is not

prepared to do, no far as I understand it, is to discontinue for nood what they

regard as ft significant aspect of their military activity in Vietnaa in return

for a mere undertaking on the North Viefcnatnflaa side to enter into bilateral talks0

Perhaps ^ should say something at thio point about the recent series of

proposals &r putting a halt to the conflict in Vietnam which have been put forward

by the Secretary-General of the United Nations. Some thirteen months ago the

Secretary-General first developed a proposition which envisaged the following

three steps: a cessation of the bombing of North '/ietnam by the United Statesj

a mutual de-escalation on the ground in South Vietnam by both sides 5 and a nego-

tiation involving all the parties which are actually fighting in Vietnam, that is

to say, including the Vietconge

As far as T know, the Government, of Worth Vietnam dosa not object to

Vf-<? first and third no'rst .«< -M° lh«5 Secret arv~Gcrv%ry V K -.r^v a:, 'r '-•. -•*- '•••;.wl
f- . j-
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which envisaged a mutual de-flscalation in South Vietnam.

The reply of the United States to those proposals was made by

Mr. Goldberg in the General Assembly on September 22. As I interpret that

reply, it exnressed tho willingness of the United States to stop the

bombing of North Vietnam aa a prior and unilateral act on the understanding,

which could be conveyed either in public or in private, that tberp would

be a reasonable measure of military reciprocity on thp other side within a

given interval of time. The United States also reiterated at that time

that they did not regard the problem of affording the Vietcong an opportunity

to make their vjews heard at any future conference as insurmountable0

In the light of these reactions, the Secretary-General apparently

decided that an adaptation of his proposals mi'ht be able to overcome the

difficulties which the parties evidently had in accepting them in their

original form. Accordingly, he discussed with representatives of Nort1 '

Vietnam in Rangoon and subsequently formulated in writing, on March -\^f

an adaptation of Ms oripinal proposals on the following linest as a

first step,, there would be A general stand-still truce by all parties to

the conflict; the parties directly involved jn the confl ic t would then

enter j r i t o prel iminary La]ks. with or without the assistance of the Co-Chairman

of the Oneva Conference of 19?Jj and the mpmbsrp of the Internat ional

CdmrnisMnn, the purpose of such talks being to reach agreement jn the terms

and Conditions for reconvening the Geneva Conference j those preliminary talko

would be followed l:y the ho ld ing of fhe actual conference with the participa-

t ion of all thos<™ who are actual ly f i g h t i n g and with the object of returning
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to the essentials of thp oripjnal Geneva settlement.

These revised proposals were accepted in their essentials by

the United States. In signifying their acceptance on March 10, the United

States pointed out, however, that they would expect the Government of South

Vietnam to be appropriately involved throughout the entire process envisaged

by the Secretary-General. They also implied that a stand-still cease-fire

could not be automatically brought about without prj or discussion either

directly by the two sides or through some other channel. The ncte

indicated tha t , the United States, for its n^rt , was prepared to enter into

sucti elisoHr.'-.i onn wi thout delay,

Whi l f 1 have not seen the reply made to the Secretary-General's

propolis by the Government of North Vietnam, 1 understand that these

proposals did not cotrmand themselves to that Government to the extent that

they appeared to place the United States and Horth Vietnam on the same basis

whereas it in the contention of the Government of Korth Vietnam that a

dist inction must be drawn between the United States as the "aggressor" and

North Vietnam as the "victim of aggression",,

It is my understanding that the Secretary-General still stands by

the proposals he put forward on March 1\i9 I also »riderstand that he would

not vi.sh his more recent public comment cri a speech by Senator Joseph Clark

to the N a t i o n a l ^onvi-ntion of Americans for Democratic Action to be regarded

as representing a ncv; proposal or appeal, Jn view of the f^reat dangers

Inheren t in thp continuation of the present conf l i c t , however, *"he Secretary-

General anoears to have concluded that it, might ro n^cpssary for his own

proposals to be f;iven at least initial effect by a unilateral ini t iat ive on

O a o Q o •* -*•
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one s:ide or the other. And it was presumably with thei;p considerations in

mind that he rave his persona] endorsement to Senator Clark's su/^estion that

the United States ^ivc a unilateral undertaking to put a stand-Gtill cease-fire

into effect and thereafter to fire only if fired upon.

As regards our own position I would like to s«y only this,

We have maintained all alone that the settlement of this conflict will

require concessions on both sides„ I believe that this is s view which

is widely shared regardless of how the rights and wrongs of the Vietnam

conflict are interpreted. Jn response to those who have asked the ' 'overnment

to dissociate itself from the bombing of North Vietnam by the United States,

we have nade it clear that we would, indeed, like to see the bribing stopped,

but (hat we would also like to sec the infiltration stopped, and that we would

like to see negotiations looking towards the peaceful solution of this conflict

bep;un. As I indicated to the House on April h, it is from this ueneral perspec-

tive that we endorsed the Secretary-General's proposals of March 1)4 and that we

shall continue to Judpe all proposals which are aimed at putting a halt to the

fighting in Vietnam.

As far as the Canadian Government is concerned, Mr. Chairman,

it will continue to be the object of our diplomatic efforts to try to

establish a basis on which the two sides might be brought together. There

is, of courso, no dearth of formulas for trying to do that0 Hut the fact

remains that the test of any such formula is its acceptability to both

sides. This hag been the experience of the Secretary-General} it has been

our own experience^ and it has been the experience of other countries which

have tried to play a helpful part in this matter,,

129 © a- ft B -*-*•
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This does not mean, however, that any of those who have tried

to lend their good offices to the parting intend to abandon this effort.

Certainly, as far as Canada ie concerned, I can asm.'re the Committee that

we have no intention of doi np that. The question tbat arises is whether

there is any new direction which It mi^ht be worth exploring in the hope

that it might avoid the impasse which has apparently now been reached and

which has brought us to the point where, for the first time in some sixteen

months, no new initiatives, either -ml-lie or private, arpenr to be within

sight.

It seems to me that, in trying to bring this conflict to a halt,

tht :- , ; • . . ! •<• principle may be applicable which we have found, in practice, to

be applicable to the process of general and complete disarmament. In

essence, that principle is that there must be a condition of parity between

the two sides at all stages of the process. That is to nay, care would have

to be taken to avoid a situation where either side is placed or considers

itself to be placed in a position of relative disadvantage at any given stag«»

Having that principle in mind, I wonder whether it might not be

worth while to take another look at some of the terms of the 195b Agreement.

The core of that Agreement lies in the concept of a cease-fire and a disengage-

ment of forces. Surely, that is what we are seeking today as a matter of

first priority,, Would it be going too far to suggest that some thought

m^ht now be given to the possibility of discussing a stage by stage return

to the r/eneva cease-fire arrangements as a first step towards a more permanent

settlement which would necessarily have to encompass many other factors,, Of

course, the cease-fire arrangements are only one aspect of the Geneva

$ J> 0 6 fl> 13
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settlement and I recognize the difficulty of trying to persuade the

parties to return to one aspect of the settlement in the absence of some

p reliminary understandings at least as regards the basis on which the

other, and more intractable aspects of the settlement might be tackled in

a subsequent negotiation. Accordingly, it may well be necessary to

envisage a progressive re-aoplication of the 195h cease-fire terms as an agreed

preliminary to direct discussions between the two side? and as something which

would of itself help to create a favourable climate for such discussions.

If there were any merit in an approach on these lines, I could

pnvisage jt being carried out Jn four stages.

The Fir Ft st.ep should involve some degreee ^f physical disengagement

of the parties. This might >>e accomplished Vy rcrtorinr; the demilitarized

character • f the zone on either side of the seventeenth parallel by the with-

drawal of all military forces, supplies and equipment from that zone, by

enforcing a prohibition against any artillery action across the zone, and by

barring any overflights of tne zone except for purposes of impartial super-

vision. At the same time, it would be necessary to reactivate those provisions

of the cease-fire agreement which prohibit either North or South Vietnam to be

used for the carrying out of hostile acts against the other. In my view this

would in equity have to include the bombing and any other military action

against North Vietnam, whether actually undertaken from South Vietnam or from

some other point of origin.

Second, J think it would be necessary tr> freeze the course of military

events in Vie tnam at its present level. This mifht entai l undertakings on both

sUfcs not to engage in any military act ivi t j f is which differed in pither sc^le

or pat tern fr^m l,he activities which are currently being engaged in. It might

a lso «-ntail the practical reanolicat. ion, HS f r o m an apreetl point in t ime, of
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those articles of the Geneva Cease-Fire Agreement which prohibit reinforcerienb

of troops or arms, munitions and othf:r war tieterinl Into North or South Vietnam

from any source or quarter.

The Third stage of such an approach would logically involve the cessation

of all active hostilities between tlic oarties, vhether on the Rround, at sea or

in the air.

The Fourth and final ata^e would complete the process of return to

the cease-fire provision? of the Geneva settlement. At that stage, provision

would have to be made for the liberation and repatriation of prisoners, for

the withdrawal of all outside forces whose presence in the area of conflict wae

not provided for at Geneva, and for the dismantling of military bases or t^eir

conversion to peaceful ourpoaee,

I have teen concerned to sketch nut one line ->f annroach to ending the

present conflict which seems practicable to me and which, in addition, has behind

it the sanction of the Geneva arrangements to which b - th sides have said that

they continue to subscribe.

Any such approach, however, would clearly have to be acceptable to the

parties concerned. I want to be perfectly frank with the Committee and aay that,

on present evidence, I am not very optimistic on that score. For while it is

true that both sideo are prepared to subscribe to the objective of a return to

the Geneva arrangements, T am not so sure that they are at one in their inter-

pretation of what that objective implies or as to the means by which it can

best be achieved. In particular, of course, we cannot be unmindful of the position

of the Government of North Vietnam which is that they cannot accept any proposal

which treats both sides on a basis of strict equity because this wmld ipnore

the factor of responsibility for the present, conflict as they see it.



If this apnroach or any variant of it were ti commend itself to the

parties, the International Commission irifrht, have a special role to play in trans-

lating these general ideas into concrete oroposals r-nti, in due course, providing

the rnqi'i red j'uarantees that they worn beim* property implemented on both sides.

I would also like to point out to the Committee that this particular approach is

one which the Commission ndRht be fully Justified in putting to the parties and

to the other members of the Geneva Conference who have an obvious interest in any

proposal designed to ensure that the Agreement on the cessation of hostilities

in Vietnam is -respected.

There is one further point which I should like to leave with the

Committee. We have said consistently that we regard a purely military solution

of the conflict in Vietnam as neither practicable nor desirable. I would like

to take that proposition ono step further today and say this: on the basis of

all the knowledge I have of the proposals that have been made and the initiatives

that have been taken over the p&at sixteen months, I am doubtful if it will be

ponoible to solve the purely military aspects of this conflict without at the

39me time tacklinp the politics! questions which lie at the root of it. A.S I

havo already suf^ested, this applies to the anproaoh I have outlined to the

Committee as it would to any oth*>r approach to this issue.

The simple fact is that these aspects are inter-related and that

progress on one front may well depend on progress beinp madn on the other. I am

inclined to think that the recent experience of the Secretary-General bears out

this impression. Cn the face of it a stand-still cease-fire does not look as if

it should involve any inordinate problems for either side if there was a wllling-

ntss in principle to stop the fi.|*htine% On sucond thought, hove-ver, It will

aooejar that such a cease-fire does pose problems for both pj.dec to the point

vihere one aide cannot fen^i^a^e tu'ch n movf- Ivi n»i made without prior discussion^

if not negot ia t ion, w h i r h t\&. oHier '-.inrot Apparent ly aee it hci r\£ m?.de at all

. .. 16
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in present circumstances. It is my o^n^idered view that, anart f r o m any possible

military problens, there arc political problems posed by this proposal which are

such as to have i bearing on the terms on which the conflict may eventually be

resolved.

The underlying politcul ia^ue HP I see it arr the ultimate political

arrangements in ?ruth Vietn*an and the willingness of others to allow thos to bo

worked out by the South Vietnamese people without interference from any quarter.

One aspect of this issue, cf course, is the status of the Vietconp. What is at

?take here is not really their representation at any eventual conference table

but the terms of their participation within the vlMmate oolitical structure of

the coxintry. These are the really crucial points which will have to be resolved

and on which, T am afraid, fie position of thfl parties an? as far anart as ever.

It if clearly not f-«r Canada, any more tV.an fir others, to the South

people now to order their affairs. I have made it cilear that we

a continuance of the present division of Vietnam into two communities as

probably unavoidable for the time being if only to allow the scars which have

been opened by the conflicts of the past quarter century to heal and for new

dispositions to be agreed for the eventual reunification of Vietnam. It will

be for the people in t he two parts of Vietnam to decide how soon and under what

conditions the first steps towards reunification can reasonnably be taken. 1

am convinced that there is a baoio desire for reunification in Vietnam as there

is in other divided countrirs. At the same tlm«, it seoms to me on the basis

of recent statements that there IF alro a realistic appreciation on both sides

that reunif icat ion is not something which is likely to he accomplished overnight.

... 17
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i'v»r the prospects of early pro/jreas toward actual reunification,

I would hope that, onrc the hostilities have censed, a baa La can be laid for

a genuine reconciliation between the two communities. I appreciate that this

may not come about either quickly or easily. But I am sure there is much to

be said for the early opening of channels which respond to the interests or

the peoplo of Vietnam on both sides of the temporary dividing line. I have

in mind, in particular, such matters as the reunification of families, the

establishment of at leash minimum facilities of communication, and the

institution of commercial exchanges on a basis of mutual advantage. It i^

around such a nucleus of common interest that I believe the foundations for

the eventual reunification can most securely be laid. And if any international

presence in Vietnam could lend its good offices in that direction, I would hope

that this is something which could be explored,

I have already had occasion, at the outset of my presentation, to

comment on recent constitutional developments in South Vietnam. We welcome

thes9 developments which are likely to culminate in the election of s genuinely

representative government before tho end pf the current year. We would like

to think that, once the hostilities have ceased and a settlement of the present

conflict has been reached, the constitutional structure that 3s currently being

evolved will be string enough and flexible enough to accommodate ell segments

of the South Vietnamese people who are prepared tn play their peaceful part in

the political 11fe of South Vietnam.

When I last spoke to the House, I said that we could see merit in

proposals which aro bein^ made for the neutraliEation, in due course, not only

of Vietnam hut possibly of a wider area in Southeast Asia. I continue to think

hhat auch proposals may well o f fe r a promising basis for political arrangements



in that area. ] think it Important, however, that whatever arrangements

are ult imately arrived at, they cannot he imposed on the countries of the

area against their vd 31, They must he such a? to reflect the eRnu:l-nely

held preferences of these countries based on an assessment, vtiich each

country can only make for itself, as to the course w h j c h is most likely

to serve its own beat interests and those of the area in which it is situated,,

That, Mr. Chairman, concludes my review of the Vietnam situation,,

I cannot say that I assess the prospects in the short term any too hopefully.

I say thin because so far the simple formula which will bring the two sides

togetler without raising other intractable issues has eluded all those who

have trifid. I can assure the Committee, however, that the government remains

comrcilted to the search for a solution of this conflict. I am in close touch

with the representatives of all countries whjch may be in a position to help

in this matter, in particular, of course, our Commission partners with whom we

hope it vrin be possible to concert our efforts in the right circumstances.

I am firmly convinced that there is a role which Canada will be called upon

to play in Vie tnam in one forir or another and we are now looking into the

results of our experience over the past thirteen years to determine how best

we can play that role when the time comes*
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01?. cscsyr ?4-i;v3p 4-
rletnair. 270 . - '
' OTTAWA C'V -Internal .-Affairs Inister ' artin said today that
no thin.--: constructive Is lively to harren in the VI etna-, situation
until its U « b . "bobbin-:; of IJcrth Vietnam ends. - .
In an address to stud ante at Carlo ton "Jnirersity? he said*
* ( * » . y.'e hare "become convinced that the Ire:; to do-cKcalationj

and the creation of an at^osrhere in which talhs could. ta>e r laces
is the cessation cf tl:e "bo'.:Mn.[--. . . •u'cj.t see-.ed to ITS .that if the cc".Tjin;~ were DUG? ended xmilaterally
a na?? situation \vould have ca'e al-out"in s'hich fee r'ortli Vietna.-osG
would to under considerable international innocstire to enter into •'
no-rotiatlone cr T?t-eli;:.irar,7 tail's «5*In otl;sr v;crds? the focus of international concern - i-ht shift frcr

,. policy In bo::-."bin^ l^orth Yiotea;:1 to I.'crth Victna-: *3
'

.-culd te cntve/'oly unli!:ol? that it woulu "Le yonn-il-lo tc - -o t any
co:>.':it.:ont froir the -north •.riotna;-:f!ce as tc" precisely rhat y;ciil;i

if the oO'.:bin- v;e.ve ato;, yed-certolnly not a ru^lia -
CO:':1 .ite-onts ani pr--c"oably not eren a j/rivato one. • . .

*"•-.". e recognise clearly . <• » tbat unless the -decision to sus" c-nd
the cc.-hir,;-; -.vcre to lead to GC-C tangible cone ens lens l-y
••iorth '7ietna.'-s the chaiacog of any resultant tal!cs y.roduoln;- fruitful
results would certainly "be di-.'inisiiodj the obligations for restoring
y-oace are reciprocal and it v/oxild bo totally unrealistic
to e?:rjcct that all the concessions ivculd be :.*3.de by one si.lo cnly?
namely the U.S. . " .4 IThercs is also the serious danger that a suspension of the boribin-j
that did net lead to fruitful results could lead to a suhasouent
reversion to r.:ilitary r. casur'es"? porhays-on an intcnolfic-I scale*
j'liis is a prc'ble"" that cannot "be' overlooked or /rini .'i'zed*

* *!Ieyer'theleo3j> v;e can Bee no 'Yray cut o? t];e rrccent i'^'asoe other
than ly talrin- the calculated risV oi' ?:hat v.lli in all probability
have to be a unilateral concession by the U . S . * *
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30 October 196?

£*5r dear Ajabassacbor,

1 aelmovXedge receipt of your letter of 26 October

with. vMch you sent me a complete z^eporfc of the statement

"by I'r. Paul !3arfcin at Carleton UMtrersity on United i

I have read it with gpe&t

Yours

U "

His Escellsuey
Ignatieff
Exferaordioaary and ELeaipotentiary

Permaneat Representative of Caaada
to the l&iited I^atioas

866 United Ifetioas Plam^ Suite 250
Yortc, K,Y, 10017

ce: Mr. Warasim]ban
Mr. Lemietix u-/'
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When we were talking about Vietnam at the
Council meeting yesterday, you mentioned that you
would like to have the text of what Mr. Martin said
at Carleton University the other day. I have obtained
from Ottawa a more or less verbatim report which was
prepared for Mr. Martin's use in a speech before the
Carleton, University International Relations Association
last Tuesday, October 24'•

"As a result of our diplomatic soundings over the
past year and a half we have become convinced that
the key to de-escalation and the creation of an
atmosphere in which talks could take place is the
cessation of the bombing. We believe that nothing
constructive is likely to happen until it comes to
a halt.

All the attempts that we (and others) had made to
find a feasible "de-escalation equation" -- that
is a mutually acceptable pattern of steps to be
taken by both sides more or less simultaneously -—
had not won the agreement of one or other or indeed
both sides.

It therefore seemed to us that if the impasse were
to be broken a new approach had to be tried. It
seemed to us that if the bombing were suspended
unilaterally a new situation would have come about

• in which the North Vietnamese would be under consider-
able international pressure to enter into negotiations
or preliminary talks. In other words, the focus of
international concern might shift from USA policy
in bombing Worth Vietnam to North Vietnam's intransig-
ence.

These considerations were very much in our minds in
deciding to call publicly for a cessation of the
bombing as a necessary procedural step towards the
negotiating table.

His Excellency U Thant,
Secretary-General of the United Nations,

New York.
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"We also had In mind the conclusion we had reached that
it would be extremely unlikely that it would be possil le
to get , any advance commitnent from the North Vietnamese
as to precisely what would happen if the bombing were
stopped — certainly not a public commitment and probably
not even a private one. It has seemed to us that Hanoi
is as resolutely opposed to giving an advance commitment
talk as to agreeing in advance to making a reciprocal
military gesture both of which they regard as a "price"
to be paid for getting the bombing stopped. As far as
I can see they are determined not to pay any price for
this and they will continue in their intransigent stand
as long as North Vietnam is being bombed.

This said, we recognize clearly -- and I pointed this
out in my speech to the General assembly -- that unless
the decision to suspend the bombing were to lead to some
tangible concessions by North Vietnam, the chances of
any resultant talks producing fruitful results would
certainly be diminished; obviously the obligations for
restoring peace are reciprocal and it would be totally
unrealistic to expect that all the concessions would
be made by one side only,namely the USA.

There is also the serious danger that a suspension of
the bombing which did not lead to fruitful results
could lead to a subsequent reversion to military measures

. perhaps on an intensified scale. This is a problem
which cannot be overlooked or minimized.

Nevertheless we can see no way out of the present impasse
other than by taking the calculated risk of what will in
all probability have to be a unilateral concession by
the USA."

/
*-'' ' ̂** -' f * • *l'1 i, '

Yours sincerely,

George Ignatieff.
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CANADIAN MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS

PRESS RELEASE No. 12

Apr I I 1, 1968
FQK IMMEDIATE KELEASE

Press Office
866 United Nations Plaza
Suite 250
New York, N. Y. 10017

VIETNAM

Following are the Texts of Statements by the Canadian Prime
Minister, the Right Honourable Lester B. Pearson, and the
Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honour-
able Paul Martin, issued in Ottawa on A p r i l 1. 1968.

Mr. Pearson

It would not be fitting for me to comment on President
Johnson's announcement that he wi I I not seek nor accept a
nomination for another term as President. His decision was
made, I am sure, out of regard for the public interest as he
saw it, as one would expect from one who has devoted his
life to the service of his people; a service which in recent
years has been given under a burden of pressures and respon-
sibi lities heavier than those borne by any other person in
the world.

The President's statement about Vietnam is of major im-
portance for all countries.

Apart from a relatively s m a l l area adjacent to the scene
of actual fighting, the bombing and s h e l l i n g of North Vietnam
by air and sea has now been stopped, without time l i m i t or
other conditions.

Therefore, it is now strictly up to the Communist side to
reciprocate and show their desire to end the war by negotia-
tion rather than force.

It is to be devoutly hoped that they w i l l q u ickly respond
to the USA action.

We must also hope that, in this new situation, the friends
of Hanoi, and most of all the USSR, w i l l urge the North Viet-
nam Government to react to the USA i n i t i a t i v e so that the
slaughter and destructions of this tragic conflict can be
brought to an end.

It is also, I be. I lev©, a moment to consider seriously the
possibility of United Nations intervention to assist in the
process of peace making and reconstruction, the beginning of
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which the President's statement has now made possible.

This is a time for urgent action on every front by all
Governments who are concerned with ending the war and be-
g i n n i n g the negotiation of peace.

The President said last night, "There is no need to delay
the talks that could bring an end to this long and bloody
war." The world can now say, ''Amen" "to this with a new hope.
It would indeed be tragic if the reaction to this new situ-
ation were such as to betray and destroy that hope.

Mr. Martin

1 am greatly heartened to learn that President Johnson
has ordered a suspension of the bombing of the greatest part
of North Vietnam and has coupled that suspension with a re-
newal of an earlier plea for prompt and serious talks on the
substance of peace. I know that the decision could not have
been an easy one for him to take. It is an act of courage
on his part to take that gamble for peace.

Last September at the United Nations General Assembly,
I urged that there be a halt to the bombing as a necessary
first step on the road to de-escalation. I now urge the
leaders of North Vietnam, and all those who may have any
influence in their counsels, to seize this opportunity swiftly
so that the next steps can be taken which may q u i c k l y end
the tragedy and the suffering of all the people of Vietnam,
and allow them and alI of us to turn our hands to the works
of peace.

Canada, for its part, stands ready to do anything within
its power which may contribute to the prompt initiation of
serious talks. The p o s s i b i l i t i e s include Commission contact
with the North Vietnamese Government and action in the
Security Council, perhaps with a view to reconvening the
Geneva Conference itself. If it should appear that it would
advance the prospect for peace, our Commissioner w i l l proceed
promptly to Hanoi.

- 38 -
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Following are the Texts of Statements by the Canadian Prime
Minister, the Right Honourable Lester B. Pearson, and the
Canadian Secretary of State for External Affairs, the Honour
able Paul Martin, issued in Ottawa on A p r i l 1. 1968.

Mr . . Pearson

It would not be fitting for me to comment on President
Johnson's announcement that he wi I I not seek nor accept a
nomination for another term as President. Hjs decision was
made, 1 am sure, out of regard for the p u b l i c interest as he
saw it, as one would expect from one who has devoted his
life to the service of his people; a service which in recent
years has been given under a burden of pressures and respon-
s i b i l i t i e s heavier than those borne by any other person in
the world.

The President's statement about Vietnam is of major im-
portance for all countries.

Apart from a rel a t i v e l y s m a l l area adjacent to the scene
of actual fighting, the bombing and s h e l l i n g of North Vietnam
by air and sea has now been stopped, without time l i m i t or
other conditions.

Therefore, it is now strictly up to the Communist side to
reciprocate and show their desire to end the war by negotia-
tion rather than force.

It 1 s to be devoutly hoped that they w i l l q u i c k l y respond
to the USA action.

We must also hope that, in this new situation, the friends
of Hanoi, and most of all the USSR, w i l l urge the North Viet-
nam Government to react to the USA i n i t i a t i v e so that the
slaughter and destructions of this tragic conflict can be
brought to an end.

It is also, I be I S cwi, a moment to consider seriously the
possibility of United Nations intervention to assist in the
process of peace making an 3" reconstruct i on , the beginning of
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which the President's statement has now made possible.

This is a time for urgent action on every front by all
Governments who are concerned with ending the war and be-
g i n n i n g the negotiation of peace.

The President said last night, "There is no need to delay
the talks that could bring an end to this long and bloody
war." The world can now say, ''Amen" to this with a new hope.
It would Indeed be tragic if the reaction to this new situ-
ation were such as to betray and destroy that hope.

Mr. Martin

I am greatly heartened to learn that President Johnson
has ordered a suspension of the bombing of the greatest part
of North Vietnam and has coupled that suspension with a re-
newal of an earlier plea for prompt and serious talks on the
substance of peace. I know that the decision could not have
been an easy one for him to take. It is an act of courage
on his part to take that gamble for peace.

Last September at the United Nations General Assembly,
I urged that there be a halt to the bombing as a necessary
first step on the road to de-escalation. I now urge the
leaders of North Vietnam, and all those who may have any
Influence in their counsels, to seize this opportunity swifth
so that the next steps can be taken which may q u i c k l y end
the tragedy and the suffering of all the people of Vietnam,
and a l l o w them and all of us to turn our hands to the works
of peace.

Canada, for its part, stands ready to do anything within
Its power which may contribute to the prompt i n i t i a t i o n of
serious talks. The p o s s i b i l i t i e s include Commission contact
with the North Vietnamese Government and action in the
Security Council, perhaps with a view to reconvening the
Geneva Conference itself. If it should appear that it would
advance the prospect for peace, our Commissioner w i l l proceed
prompt ly to Hanoi.
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